### Indie Bestsellers 2021

**Fiction**

#### HARDCOVER

1. **The Hill We Climb**  
   Amanda Gorman, Viking, $15.99

2. **The Midnight Library**  
   Matt Haig, Viking, $26

3. **Klara and the Sun**  
   Kazuo Ishiguro, Knopf, $28

4. **The Vanishing Half**  
   Brit Bennett, Riverhead Books, $27

5. **The Four Winds**  
   Kristin Hannah, St. Martin’s, $28.99

6. **Cloud Cuckoo Land**  
   Anthony Doerr, Scribner, $30

7. **Project Hail Mary**  
   Andy Weir, Ballantine, $28.99

8. **The Lincoln Highway**  
   Amor Towles, Viking, $30

9. **The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue**  
   V.E. Schwab, Tor, $26.99

10. **Beautiful World, Where Are You**  
    Sally Rooney, FSG, $28

11. **Malibu Rising**  
    Taylor Jenkins Reid, Ballantine, $28

12. **The Last Thing He Told Me**  
    Laura Dave, Simon & Schuster, $27

13. **Hamnet**  
    Maggie O’Farrell, Knopf, $26.95

14. **Harlem Shuffle**  
    Colson Whitehead, Doubleday, $28.95

15. **The Madness of Crowds**  
    Louise Penny, Minotaur, $28.99

#### PAPERBACK

1. **The Song of Achilles**  
   Madeline Miller, Ecco, $16.99

2. **Circe**  
   Madeline Miller, Back Bay, $16.99

3. **People We Meet on Vacation**  
   Emily Henry, Berkley, $16

4. **Where the Crawdads Sing**  
   Delia Owens, Putnam, $18

5. **The House in the Cerulean Sea**  
   T.J. Klune, Tor, $18.99

6. **The Overstory**  
   Richard Powers, Norton, $18.95

7. **Hamnet**  
   Maggie O’Farrell, Vintage, $16.95

8. **The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo**  
    Taylor Jenkins Reid, Washington Square Press, $17

9. **Dune**  
    Frank Herbert, Ace, $18

10. **The Night Watchman**  
    Louise Erdrich, Harper Perennial, $18

11. **The Dutch House**  
    Ann Patchett, Harper Perennial, $17

12. **Anxious People**  
    Fredrik Backman, Washington Square Press, $17

13. **The Silent Patient**  
    Alex Michaelides, Celadon Books, $17.99

14. **One Last Stop**  
    Casey McQuiston, St. Martin’s Griffin, $16.99

15. **The Rose Code**  
    Kate Quinn, Morrow, $17.99
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